VICTOR L. BERGER IN EXCITING CONGRESSIONAL DEBATE
JOUTS CAPITALIST WAR LUST

"I believe in an armed nation—armed, however, for defense only. I believe in a people invincible for defense, but slow, awkward, and of no use for conquest or aggression."

Milwaukee Social-Democrats Open Campaign

Nearly 3,000 people packed the Pabst hall, Twelfth and Wells streets, andanguard, and 300 of them were in the audience at the opening-night meeting of the campaign Friday night.

Milwaukee Leader Fights for Labor

The Hoodlumism of Haywoodism

A Condition, Not a Theory, Confronts Socialist Movement

—An Interview with Lena Morrow Lewis

SUBSCRIPTION FOR BONDS

MILWAUKEE SOCIAL-DENNIST PUBLISHING COMPANY

$100,000.00 in obligations of $100.00 and $50.00 each.

The Milwaukee Social-Democratic Publishing Company is licensed under the Social-Democratic Publishing Company Act, 1912. The publishing company has been incorporated under the laws of the state of Wisconsin, and is licensed to publish a newspaper, the Milwaukee Leader, under the laws of the state of Wisconsin, and is licensed to publish a newspaper, the Milwaukee Leader, under the laws of the state of Wisconsin.
Car Company Refuses to Carry Posters for Big Labor Meeting

What is the end of the post? The end of the post is the end of the post. What is the end of the post? The end of the post is the end of the post. What is the end of the post? The end of the post is the end of the post.

Many Voters Barred

Many voters are being barred from voting in Milwaukee. The Democrats are trying to prevent the Republicans from voting in the elections. The Republicans are trying to prevent the Democrats from voting in the elections. The Democrats and Republicans are trying to prevent each other from voting in the elections.

The Relief of Widows

The relief of widows is being given to the county court. The county court is being given the relief of widows and orphans. The county court is being given the relief of widows and orphans.

City Stone Crusher

A city stone crusher is being used by the city. The city stone crusher is being used by the city to crush the stones.

The Roosevelt Brand

The Roosevelt Brand is a product of the company. The company is the manufacturer of the Roosevelt Brand. The Roosevelt Brand is a product of the company.

Hints on the Care of Cats

HINTS ON THE CARE OF CATS
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THE R provisions of the company are met with all due satisfaction. We are glad to have the company's consent to publish this notice. We are glad to have the company's consent to publish this notice. We are glad to have the company's consent to publish this notice.

The Great French Revolution


Socialism the New Pietism

Socialism the New Pietism is a book. The book is about socialism. The book is about socialism.

The Most American Book of Today

The Most American Book of Today is a book. The book is about the American people. The book is about the American people.

LABOR

LABOR

The American Federation of Labor is a labor union. The labor union is the American Federation of Labor. The labor union is the American Federation of Labor.
Fifty-seventh Socialist Mayor is Elected

Milwaukee Social-Democrats Open Campaign

Seidel's Dream

In the Capitalist Turmoil

The Time for Action for 1912 Campaign Has Arrived

The Builders' Column

Picture Puzzle

The Builders' Column

The Time for Action for 1912 Campaign Has Arrived

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column